2020 FCPL/FCPS Collaborative Booklist Grades 3-5
Frederick County Public School students can access these books and other resources at no cost with their student ID number. Visit fcpl.org/StudentSuccess to learn how.

Adventure

Individual Titles
Lalani and the Distant Sea by Erin Entrada Kelly
J FIC KELLY #

Fantasy

Authors
Jennifer Nielsen
J FIC NIELSEN * # +

Series
You Choose Fractured Fairy Tales Series
To Be Purchased

The Jumbles Series by Tracey Baptiste
J FIC BAPTISTE * # +

Sisters Grimm Series by Michael Buckley
J FIC BUCKLEY +

Pandava Series by Roshani Chokshi
J FIC CHOKSHI # +

Kiranmala and the Kingdom Beyond Series by Sayantani DasGupta
J FIC DASGUPTA # +

Castle Glower Series by Jessica Day George
J FIC GEORGE *

Unicorn Rescue Society Series by Adam Gidwitz
J FIC GIDWITZ *

Whatever After Series by Sarah Mlynowski
J FIC MLYNOWSKI * # +

Fairyland Series by Catherynne M. Valente
J FIC VALENTE

Individual Titles
Lintang and the Pirate Queen by Tamara Moss
J FIC MOSS *

Fiction

Authors
Kwame Alexander
J FIC ALEXANDER * +

Katherine Applegate
J FIC APPLEGATE * # +

Cornelia Funke
J FIC FUNKE * +

Jennifer L. Holm
J GRAPHIC FIC HOLM * +

Wendy Mass
J FIC MASS * # +

Jason Reynolds
J FIC REYNOLDS * +

Rita Williams-Garcia
J FIC WILL * # +

Zeus the Mighty Series by Crispin Boyer
J FIC BOYER *

Olga Series by Elise Gravel
J FIC GRAVEL + #

Ellie, Engineer Series by Jackson Pearce
J FIC PEARCE +

Two Naomis Series by Olugbemisola Rhuday-Perkovich
J FIC RHUDAYPERKOVICH #

Laser Moose and Rabbit Boy Series by Doug Savage
J GRAPHIC FIC SAVAGE *

For Black Girls Like Me by Mariama Lockington
J FIC LOCKINGTON +

Strange Birds: a Field Guide to Ruffling Feathers by Celia C. Perez
J FIC PEREZ * +

The Boy at the Back of the Class by Onjali Q. Rauf
J FIC RAUF * +

Naked Mole Rat Saves the World by Karen Rivers
J FIC RIVERS * # +
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Roll with It by Jamie Sumner
J FIC SUMNER * +

Other Words for Home by Jasmine Warga
J FIC WARGA * # +

Pippa Park Raises Her Game by Erin Yun
J FIC YUN * #

**Historical Fiction**

**Authors**
Kimberly Brubaker Bradley
J FIC BRADLEY * +

Cynthia Kadohata
J FIC KADOHATA *

**Individual Titles**
Some Places More than Others by Renee Watson
J FIC WATSON *

Planet Earth is Blue by Nicole Panteleakos
J FIC PANTELEAKOS * +

**Horror**

**Authors**
Mary Downing Hahn
J FIC HAHN * # +

**Series**
Lockwood & Co. Series by Jonathan Stroud
J MYS STROUD * #

**Mystery**

**Authors**
Sheila Turnage
J MYS TURNAGE * +

**Series**
Book Scavenger Series by Jennifer Chambliss Bertman
J MYS CHAMBLISS BERTMAN * +

Greenglass House Series by Kate Milford
J MYS MILFORD * +

Secret Coders Series by Gene Luen Yang
J MYS SECRET-GRAPHIC FORMAT *

**Nonfiction**

**Authors**
Steve Sheinkin
Nonfiction * +

**Individual Titles**
Suffragette: The Battle for Equality by David Roberts
J 324.623 ROBE *

An Illustrated Treasury of Scottish Castle Legends by Theresa Breslin
J398.209 BRES

Soldier of Equality by Duncan Tontiuh
J B SAENZ * # +

**Science Fiction**

**Series**
Smek Series by Adam Rex
J FIC REX *

**Individual Titles**
Last Last-Day-of-Summer by Lamar Giles
J FIC GILES * +

We’re Not From Here by Geoff Rodkey
J FIC RODKEY *

* available as an FCPL ebook
# available through FCPL on Hoopla
+ available through FCPS on Axis 360